MINUTES

Topic

The meeting started at 3:15, Dr. Webb was introduced as the new principal and new facilitator.
Student Discipline was discussed, and the following concerns were mentioned:
   a. Disruptive behavior is a distraction during instruction time.
   b. Levels of discipline is hard to differentiate.
   c. Students walking out of classes without permission
   d. Student Referrals

Suggestions to resolve these concerns were:
   a. Building a cohesive team to reinforce the same expectations from our students
      so the mindset of the students would change.
   b. Classroom management must be reviewed
   c. Consistency and strategies is a must
   d. Teachers are reporting improvement with the reward system in place for positive behavior
   e. Alternative protocol and safety plans for students who walk of class
   f. Levels of discipline (classroom management vs Administrative Assistance)
   g. Addressing discipline challenges in PLC's
   h. Grade level meetings every two weeks when teachers don't have PLC

A parent verbalized that she was happy with the events of the school and that she had not questions or concerns.

We discussed one upcoming school event, The Children's Museum will visit our campus February 8th, Assistant Principal Steele will be doing the logistics for this event.

The meeting adjourned at 3:37 pm